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Role of non-continuum fluid mechanics on atmospheric clouds
ABSTRACT

As we admire puffy clouds on warm summer day, their apparent static beauty belies a turbulent churn
that is too distant for our eyes to see. That churn, along with gravity, cause micron-size droplets to
grow. Initially, droplet growth is driven by condensation of supersaturated vapor onto the surface.
Eventually, coalescence accelerates the process towards rain. What is interesting, and somewhat
unexpected, is that coalescence would be precluded by a continuum fluid, as the lubrication force
required to expel the fluid between the droplets diverges like one over the gap separation. At
separations on the order of the mean free path of air (~70 nanometers), non-continuum effects slow
the divergence of the force sufficiently to allow coalescence to occur. Using a non-continuum
resistivity formulation, we calculate coalescence for settling droplets and show qualitative agreement
with recent high-fidelity measurements by collaborators.
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